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Abstract
Anticipatory reasoning engine is an indispensable component for computing an-
ticipatory systems. In practical computing anticipatory systems, the efficiency of
anticipatory reasoning engine is a key issue to satisfy the real-time requirements
from applications. FreeEnCal: a forward reasoning engine for general-purpose pur-
pose is a hopeful candidate for anticipatory reasoning engines. However, the current
FreeEnCal is not efficient enough for practical computing anticipatory systems. This
paper presents a new implementation of FreeEnCal improved by adopting fast al-
gorithms, and shows its efficiency by comparing the improved FreeEnCal with the
old one. The improved FreeEnCal can be used as an anticipatory reasoning engine
of practical computing anticipatory systems.
Keywords : Computing anticipatory system, Anticipatory reasoning, Unification,
Fast algorithm, Forward reasoning engine.

1 Introduction

The concept of an anticipatory system first proposed by Rosen in 1980s [25]. Rosen
considered that “an anticipatory system is one in which present change of state
depends upon future circumstance, rather than merely on the present or past” and
gave a first definition of an anticipatory system as “a system containing a predictive
model of itself and/or its environment, which allows it to change state at an instant
in accord with the model’s prediction to a latter instant.” Until now, anticipatory
systems have been discussed and developed by scientists from various disciplines
[1, 4, 9, 10, 13, 23]. Dubois defined a computing anticipatory systems as “a system
which computes its current states in taking into account its past and present states
but also its potential future states” and introduced the concepts of strong and weak
anticipation [11, 12].

Any computing anticipatory system must have the ability of anticipate future
event or events whose occurrence and truth are uncertain at the point of the current
time. An adaptive way to make a computing anticipatory system have the ability
of anticipation is to develop an anticipatory reasoning engine for general-purpose
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working based on various logic systems to underlie temporal reasoning such as tem-
poral logic systems [2, 14, 15, 16, 29] as its component because reasoning is the
process to draw new conclusions from given premises which are already known facts
or previously assumed hypothesis and temporal logics is used to the logic basis of
reasoning with time-related propositions [5]. On the other hand, the efficiency of
anticipatory reasoning engines is a key issue in practical computing anticipatory
systems because a practical computing anticipatory system must be able to perform
any anticipation to draw enough effective conclusions within an acceptable time to
satisfy the real-time requirements from applications from the viewpoints of software
reliability and information security [18]. However, there is no efficient anticipatory
reasoning engine yet.

FreeEnCal [8], which is a forward reasoning engine for general purpose, is a hope-
ful candidate of anticipatory reasoning engines. From the viewpoint of generality,
FreeEnCal can perform anticipatory reasoning based on various logic systems to un-
derlie temporal reasoning. However, the current FreeEnCal is not efficient enough
to draw enough effective conclusions within an acceptable time. Some approaches
to improve the efficiency of forward reasoning engines were studied [19, 20]. The
present authors have developed fast algorithms for the duplication checking process
[19] and the derivation process [20]. As the results of these works, the execution
time of these processes is dramatically shortened. Therefore, it is expected that
the efficiency of FreeEnCal can be dramatically improved by adopting the two fast
algorithms. However, there is no such implementation of FreeEnCal.

To implement a practical anticipatory reasoning engine for computing anticipa-
tory systems, this paper presents a new implementation of FreeEnCal improved by
adopting the two fast algorithms. The paper also shows that the improved imple-
mentation of FreeEnCal can be used as a practical anticipatory reasoning engine by
comparing the improved implementation of FreeEnCal with the old one.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 explains about com-
puting anticipatory systems and anticipatory reasoning engines. Section 3 explains
FreeEnCal. Section 4 explains our methods to improve the efficiency of FreeEnCal.
Section 5 presents some experimental results. Section 6 discusses our experimental
results. Some conclusions are given in section 7.

2 Anticipatory Reasoning Engine

An anticipatory reasoning is a reasoning to draw new, previously unknown and/or
unrecognized conclusions about some future event or events whose occurrence and
truth are uncertain at the point of time when the reasoning is being performed
[5]. Note that the above definition of anticipatory reasoning refers to a point of
time to be considered as the reference time. Obviously, an anticipatory reasoning
is meaningful only if it is done about a dynamic world where some thing changes
along time [5].
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Anticipatory reasoning engine is a key component to make an anticipation in
computing anticipatory system. Anticipatory reasoning engine should be a forward
reasoning engine with capable of reasoning with time-related propositions. Antici-
patory reasoning should be forward rather than backward because when we perform
an anticipatory reasoning, it is impossible to set some future event or events as a
goal or sub-goal because occurrence and truth are uncertain at the time point of the
reasoning is being performed because anticipatory reasoning is the reasoning to draw
new, previously unknown and/or unrecognized conclusions about some future event
or events whose occurrence and truth are uncertain at the point of time when the
reasoning is being performed. Anticipatory reasoning engine should be capable of
reasoning with time-related propositions because anticipation is the action to make
some future event known in advance, especially on the basis of special knowledge.
It is a notion must relate to a point of time to be considered as the reference time.
For any anticipation, both the anticipated thing and its truth must be unknown
before the completion of that anticipation. Thus, logic systems to underlie temporal
reasoning are required as the logical basis of anticipatory reasoning engines [5]. On
the other hand, it varies from person to person that which logic system/axiomtic
system is a suitable for a target application. We think that temporal relevant logics
[5] and their extensions are suitable for anticipatory reasoning, but someone does
not think so. She/he may want to use other logic systems. Therefore, anticipatory
reasoning engines should be capable of reasoning based on various logic systems to
underlie temporal reasoning.

The first anticipatory reasoning engine was proposed and developed in 2006 [21].
It is based on an extended version of EnCal: an automated forward deduction sys-
tem for general-purpose entailment calculus [3]. However, from the viewpoint of
generality, the first anticipatory reasoning engine was not enough because it can
deal with only logic systems with at most two temporal binary operators and six
unary temporal operators, and inference rules of modus ponens and temporal gener-
alization. It is impossible to add other temporal operators and inference rules to the
first anticipatory reasoning engine because EnCal cannot not deal with operators
and inference rules defined and given by users.

3 FreeEnCal: A Forward Reasoning Engine with General
Purpose

FreeEnCal is a hopeful candidate to implement an anticipatory reasoning engine for
computing anticipatory systems. FreeEnCal is a forward reasoning engine for gen-
eral purpose. FreeEnCal can interpret and perform inference rules defined and given
by its users, draw fragments of various classical and/or non-classical logic systems
formalized as different formal systems, draw empirical theorems of various formal
theories constructed based on various logic systems, and perform deductive, induc-
tive, and abductive reasoning automatically [8, 17]. One of the greatest difference
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between EnCal and FreeEnCal is the ability to deal with operators, and inference
rules defined and given by users. FreeEnCal can deal with temporal reasoning based
on not only existing logic systems but also new logic systems to be proposed in the
future.

FreeEnCal takes the followings as input data: a set of logical formula as premises,
a set of inference rules specified by users and some termination conditions, and out-
puts all logical formulas deduced from the premises and/or deduced logical formulas
under the termination conditions. FreeEnCal performs the following four processes
repeatedly [8].

Inference rule selection process: it selects an inference rule from the set of given
inference rules.

Derivation process: it deduces logical formulas by applying the selected inference
rule to each ordered tuple of logical formulas given as premises and previously
deduced logical formulas if the inference rule is appliable to the ordered tuple.

Duplication checking process: it finds all of the deduced logical formulas which
are duplicated of a given premise or a previously deduced conclusion.

Adding process: it adds all unduplicated logical formulas into the set of previously
deduced logical formulas.

The flowchart of FreeEnCal is shown in figure 1.
FreeEnCal for a practical computing anticipatory system must get enough ef-

fective conclusions in an acceptable time. However, the current FreeEnCal is not
efficient enough because of the inefficiency of the derivation process and the dupli-
cation checking process [19, 20].

4 Improving the Efficiency of FreeEnCal

To improve the efficiency of FreeEnCal, we focused on the derivation process and the
duplication checking process because these processes are the most time consuming
processes. The intrinsic operation of those processes is unification, that is to check
whether two logical formulas can be unified or not. In the derivation process, uni-
fication is used to check whether an inference rule is appliable to an ordered tuple
of logical formulas. Refer [20] for the precise definition of the derivation process.
In the duplication checking process, unification is used to check whether a deduced
conclusion is a duplicate conclusion or not. Refer [19] for the precise definition of
the duplication checking process.

FreeEnCal treats sets of logical fomulas. Thus, FreeEnCal checks a number
of pairs of logical fomulas whether they can be unified. The current FreeEnCal
is implement based on a naive algorithm. The naive algorithm works very slowly
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Fig. 1: The flowchart of FreeEnCal
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because it performs a lot of unnecessary comparisons, that is, comparing the same
prefixes of logical formulas in polish notation. There is no need to compare the same
prefixes more than one time. For example, there are two sets of logical formulas
P = {→ ∨abb,→ ∨ab ∧ ab} and Q = {→ ∧cdc,→ ∧cd ∨ cd} where →, ∨, and ∧
are binary connectives and a, b, c and d are sentential variables. In this case,
it should compare the first logical formula of P and the first logical formula of
Q. It is clear that no more comparisons are needed because prefix “→ ∨” does
not match to “→ ∧”. Therefore, every pair of logical formulas is not unifiable.
However, the naive algorithm compares such same prefixes again and again. The
key idea of our fast algorithms are reducing such unnecessary comparison [19, 20].
Refer [19] and [20] for the precise definition of the fast algorithm for the duplication
checking process and the derivation process respectively. These approaches are a
kind of branch and bounds method so that there is no difference between their
time complexities. However, both of these algorithms redeced the execution time
of the processes. Especially, the algorithm for the duplication checking algorithm
dramatically reduced the execution time of the duplication checking process and it
may no longer a time consuming process [19]. On the other hands, the algorithm for
the derivation process reduced the execution time but it was not so dramatic like the
one on the duplication checking process [20]. Therefore, these algorithms are useful
to improve the efficiency of an anticipatory reasoning engine based on FreeEnCal.

5 Experimental Results

In order to achieve a practical anticipatory reasoning engine for a practical comput-
ing anticipatory system, we implemented FreeEnCal with the fast algorithms shown
in section 4. To evaluate the efficiency of the improved FreeEnCal, we measured the
execution time of the improved and the old FreeEnCal to deduce conclusions from
axioms of some temporal logic systems and deontic logic systems on a PC server
(DELLTMPowerEdgeTM2950, dual Intel R© Xeon R© L5420 processor 2.5GHz with 32
GB main memory). We used logical formulas of Kt [2], LTL [22, 27], T0Ec [5], DEc
[28], and T0DEc [6] as the premises. They are axiomatic systems of the temporal
logic systems, linear temporal logic systems, temporal relevant logic systems, deon-
tic relevant logic systems, and temporal deontic relevant logic systems respectively.
In the experiment, adjunction which is an inference rule is excluded with T0Ec,
DEc, and T0DEc because it is clearly meaningless for anticipation. In addition, we
should put limitation on the number of deduced conclusions because the number of
the deduced conclusions may become infinite. Therefore, we limited the degree of
the nest of a logical connective [8] in a logical formula. Table 1 shows the limitation
of the degrees for each experiment.

G, H, F , Pt, and N indicate future-tense always operator, past-tense always
operator, future-tense sometime operator, past-tense sometime operator, next op-
erator respectively. O and Pd indicate obligation operator and permission operator
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Table 1: Limitations of the Degrees
→ ∧ ¬ G H F Pt N O Pd

Kt 2 1 ∞ 1 1 1 1 - - -
LTL 2 ∞ ∞ 1 - 1 - ∞ - -
T0Ec 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 - - -
DEc 2 1 ∞ - - - - - 2 1
T0DEc 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 - 1 1

respectively.
Table 2 shows the number of deduced conclusions.

Table 2: The Number of Deduced Conclusoins
Deduced Conclusions

Kt 1,980
LTL 2,472
T0Ec 11,627
DEc 18,865
T0DEc 1,023,526

Table 3 shows the execution time of the improved and old FreeEnCal.

Table 3: Execution Time
Improved (sec) Old (sec) Ratio

Kt 6.6 56.7 8.6
LTL 7.1 96.1 13.5
T0Ec 91.4 1.23× 103 13.6
DEc 96.7 4.82× 103 49.9
T0DEc 2.99× 104 2weeks+ 40.4+

The ratio in table 3 is calculated by dividing the execution time of the improved
one into the old one. In the experiment, the improved FreeEnCal is about 8.6 to
49.9 times faster than the old one. The improved FreeEnCal works clearly faster
than the old FreeEnCal in every axiomatic system. In case of T0DEc, the improved
FreeEnCal finished to draw conclusions in 8.5 hours. However, the old FreeEnCal
did not finish to draw conclusions in 2 weeks.
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6 Discussion

From the experimental results, the improved FreeEnCal is a hopeful candidate to
implement a practical anticipatory reasoning engine. A practical computing antic-
ipatory system must be able to perform any anticipation to draw enough effective
conclusions within an acceptable time to satisfy the real-time requirements from ap-
plications from the viewpoints of software reliability and information security [18].
It is very difficult question what is the yardstick for judging about “enough effec-
tive conclusions.” That depends on each application. The improved one may not
effective enough for some applications because we do not have enough data to judge
whether the improved one is enough effective for any computing anticipatory sys-
tem. However, we can expect that the improved one works faster than the old one.
The possibility to deduce an effective conclusion increase if the number of deduce
conclusions increases. In general, the execution time of a forward reasoning engine
gets longer if the more conclusions are deduced. From the experimental results, the
ratio of the execution time between the improved and the old one is getting bigger
if the number of deduced conclusions bigger. Because of the above two reasons, the
improved one is a hopeful candidate of a practical anticipatory reasoning engine.

It is possible to consider that the improved FreeEnCal works efficiently with
other logic systems to underlie temporal reasoning. The improved FreeEnCal is
more efficient than the old one in any logic systems in the experiment. The exper-
iment covers five different logic systems. The result of T0Ec shows the improved
FreeEnCal works efficiently with logic systems temporal relevant logics. The result
of DEc shows the improved FreeEnCal works efficiently with logic systems of de-
ontic relevant logics. The result of T0DEc shows the improved FreeEnCal works
efficiently with logic systems of temporal deontic relevant logics. Temporal deontic
relevant logic systems can be considered as extensions of temporal relevant logics
and deontic relevant logics. From these experimental results, we can expect that the
improved FreeEnCal works efficiently with other logic systems of extensions of tem-
poral relevant logics and deontic relevant logics such as 3D spatio-temporal relevant
logics [7]. The result ofKt and LTL shows the improved FreeEnCal works efficiently
with logic systems of temporal logics and linear temporal logics respectively. From
these experimental results, we can expect that the improved FreeEnCal works effi-
ciently with their extensions such as computational tree logics [24]. Therefore, the
improved FreeEnCal works efficiently in case with various logic systems to underlie
temporal reasoning.

7 Concluding Remarks

Anticipatory reasoning engine is an indispensable component for computing an-
ticipatory systems. In practical computing anticipatory systems, the efficiency of
anticipatory reasoning engine is a key issue to satisfy the real-time requirements
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from applications. The paper has presented a new implementation of FreeEnCal
improved by adopting the two fast algorithms. The paper has also shown that the
improved FreeEnCal works efficiently with various logic systems to underlie temporal
reasoning from some experimental results. Therefore, the improved implementation
of FreeEnCal can be a hopeful candidate of a practical anticipatory reasoning engine.

For the future works, to show the efficiency of the improved FreeEnCal in a prac-
tical computing anticipatory system, the study of computing anticipatory systems,
we are going to implement a prototype of a computing anticipatory system such
as an anticipatory reasoning reacting system [7, 26] using the improved FreeEnCal.
On the other hand, parallel computing is a hopeful way to reduce the execution
time of anticipatory reasoning engine because it is shown that parallel computing is
effective for forward deduction engine for anticipatory reasoning [18]. Therefore, we
are going to develop a parallel version of the improved FreeEnCal.
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